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Abstract  
 

Modern technologies are growing and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) technology is able to 

function in heterogeneous networks. VoIP gained wide popularity because it offers cheap calling rates 

compared to traditional telephone system and the number of VoIP subscribers has increased 

significantly in recent years. End users need reliable and acceptable call quality in real time 

communication with best Quality of Service (QoS). Server complexity is increasing to handle all 

client requests simultaneously and needs huge processing power.  

 

VoIP Servers will increase processing power but the engineering tradeoff needs to be considered e.g. 

increasing hardware will increase hardware complexity, energy consumption, network management, 

space requirement and overall system complexity. Modern System-on-Chip (SoC) uses multiple core 

technology to resolve the complexity of hardware computation. With enterprises needing to reduce 

overall costs while simultaneously improving call setup time, the amalgamation of VoIP with SoC can 

play a major role in the business market.  

 

The proposed VoIP Server model with multiple processing capabilities embedded in it is tailored for 

multicore hardware to achieve the required result. The model uses SystemC-2.2.0 and TLM-2.0 as a 

platform and consists of three main modules. TLM is built on top of SystemC in an overlay 

architectural fashion. SystemC provides a bridge between software and hardware co-design and 

increases HW & SW productivity, driven by fast concurrent programming in real time. The proposed 

multicore VoIP Server model implements a round robin algorithm to distribute transactions between 

cores and clients via Load Balancer. Primary focus of the multicore model is the processing of call 

setup time delays on a VoIP Server.  

 

Experiments were performed using OpenSIP Server to measure Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 

messages and call setup time processing delays. Simulations were performed at the KTH Ferlin 

system and based on the theoretical measurements from the OpenSIP Server experiments. Results of 

the proposed multicore VoIP Server model shows improvement in the processing of call setup time 

delays.  

 

 

 

Keywords: VoIP, Quality of Service (QoS), System-on-Chip (SoC), TLM, round robin, Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP), OpenSIP. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction:- 

 

In the modern world technologies are growing and merging with each other. In the area of 

telecommunications, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) has emerged as the technology for 

communication in heterogeneous networks. “The term VoIP was coined by the VoIP Forum which 

was set up in May 1996 as an industry group concerned with promoting and developing product 

interoperability and a high quality of service for Internet telephony products” [1]. VoIP technology 

enables users to make voice calls over internet with low cost. VoIP gained huge public popularity in 

recent years because it offers the cheapest calling rates locally and internationally (or even free) 

compared to traditional telephone system (PSTN, Public Switch Telephone Network). Subscribers to 

VoIP are increasing, and users require the best call quality in real time communication with 

acceptable accuracy.    

 

VoIP uses the Internet Protocol (IP) that lies at the base of current network technologies, either 

directly or IP-enabled devices. IP operates on the Network Layer of the Open System Interconnection 

(OSI) reference model. IP provides “best effort” services and internet uses IP protocol to 

communicate with other machines in a heterogeneous network environment. “IP provides a 

foundation that allows internetworking of both dissimilar physical networks and equipments from a 

variety of vendors. Computers can understand IP without a translator and can function as 

coordinated units within an IP network” [2]. Data sent and received over the internet using IP 

protocol is organized into data packets. “Because of the universal use of the IP protocol in the Internet 

the IP protocol is sometimes referred to as the Internet dial tone” [3]. 

 

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) architecture is based on a Client Server Model which is similar to 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). VoIP clients make requests and send them to servers, which 

then process those client requests and send responses back to the client. This exchange of client/server 

messages constitutes a SIP transaction. The emerging VoIP technology carries real time data using 

Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) over IP network through User Datagram Protocol (UDP). “Voice 

over IP (VoIP) has been developed from an emerging technology to recognize the replacement of 

existing global telephony systems based on Time-division Multiplexing (TDM) circuit switching” [4]. 

The VoIP Quality-of-Service (QoS) depends on different delays e.g. network and communication 

delay, server processing delay, Jitter, packet loss, echo and noise. These factors and sequential UDP 

packets affect call quality.   
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In VoIP communication the sender’s analog signals (voice signals) need to be digitized and the digital 

signal (digitized voice into data packets) will be sent over the internet. The VoIP receiver receives 

digital signals (data packets) which need to be converted back to analog (voice signals). “Many years 

ago we discovered that sending a signal to a remote destination could have been done also in a 

digital fashion: before sending it we have to digitalize it with an analog to digital converter (ADC), 

transmit it, and at the end transform it again in analog format with digital to analog converter (DAC) 

to use it” [5]. VoIP communication is shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: VoIP Communication. 

 

Post Dialing Delay (PDD) or call setup time is the key element in communication, representing the 

time taken for SIP to establish a session between caller and callee. The session will exist until either 

side caller or callee tears it down. PDD consists of three SIP messages (INVITE, 100-Trying and 180-

Ringing). SIP is an application layer protocol of the OSI reference model and Internet Protocol Suite.  

SIP was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) “that can establish, modify and 

terminate multimedia sessions and defined in RFC 3261” [6]. SIP is a signaling protocol used for 

control session (voice, data and video call) over the Internet. SIP is internet telephony and the SIP 

session may consist of one or more media streams that include multimedia distribution, internet 

telephone call and multimedia conferences.  “In the panorama of protocols for IP telephony, SIP is 

not the only possible choice. For instance ITU-T H.323 is the alternative protocol. However SIP has 

recently gained the increasing interest of universities standardization organizations and companies” 

[7].  
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1.1. Motivation:- 
 

As new technologies appear in the marketplace, the business of long distance telephony is decreasing 

dramatically. VoIP technology brings a major development in the modern telecommunication system 

and offers free (or cheap) calling rates around the globe. But the growth means that subscribers are 

facing problem while making calls with longer delays to establish SIP session and VoIP enterprises 

consequently loosing customer interest. The VoIP companies need to focus on the problem of 

improving call setup time delays using the current technologies with the best available platform. The 

PDD or call setup time delay depends on different factors e.g. huge number of users, large queuing 

waiting time, hardware processing complexity, limited processing power and concurrent users to a 

single VoIP Server etc. These kinds of factors and others delays direct callers into long queues to 

establish a SIP session between caller and callee. “Call setup delay (also known as post-dialing delay 

or post-selection delay) is defined as the interval between entering the last dialed digit and receiving 

ringback. Another, related, measure is the time between entering the last dialed digit and when the 

callee’s phone starts to ring” [16]. 

 

Enterprises need to reduce their economic, operational and management costs while maintaining 

acceptable call setup time delays and QoS in real time if they are to increase their company’s 

performance. Enterprises require a high quality VoIP Server system to decrease their energy 

consumption, hardware complexity, network management, space requirement and overall system 

complexity. Multicore technology provides multiple processor capabilities embedded on single chip 

which decreases overall costs and system complexity. Modern System-on-Chip (SoC) uses multiple 

core technology to resolve the complexity of hardware computation. With enterprises needing to 

reduce overall costs while simultaneously improving call setup time, the amalgamation of VoIP with 

SoC can play a major role in the business market.  “Chip multiprocessor (CMP) has become the 

mainstream in processor architectures; it embeds multiple processor cores into a single die to exploit 

thread-level parallelism for achieving higher overall chip-level instruction-per-cycle (IPC)” [8]. 

Multicore consists of two or more processors built-in on a single integrated circuit die, where 

physically the processors are close to each other in a single chip. This improves performance and 

provides a better service while consuming fewer resources.  
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1.2. Scope and Objective:- 
 

The scope and objective of the VoIP Server model is, broadly speaking, to provide a methodology for 

trustworthy communications through VoIP while reducing the enterprise’s costs via multicore 

technology. The proposed VoIP Server model is extendable to meet the needs of both enterprises and 

subscribers. Recently VoIP has achieved an enormous popularity and the call setup time is very 

important for enterprises to fulfill customer satisfaction requirements. The proposed multicore VoIP 

Server model consists of VoIP protocol such as SIP, multicore technology, SystemC and Transaction 

Level Modeling (TLM). The experimental and simulation results are measured from a real time 

OpenSIP Server and proposed multicore VoIP Server model. The processing delays of each SIP 

message and a SIP call setup time are calculated from real time experiments on the OpenSIP Server. 

These delays are simulated on a multicore environment of the proposed multicore VoIP Server model. 

The results of the VoIP Server model are presented to improve the call setup time processing delay.  
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1.3. Summary of Chapters:- 
 

Chapter 2 is the background and literature review, and provides information regarding VoIP system 

and its protocols such as H.323 and SIP. The client and server communication of the SIP protocol is 

described with the diagram and its SIP messages. The conversions of analog to digital signals and 

vice-versa using codec and some examples are presented of VoIP codecs. Different technologies such 

as single-core, multiprocessor, Hyper-threading technology, Multi-core, Multi-core with shared 

memory and Multi-core with Hyper-threading technology are explained with textual descriptions and 

diagrams. 

 

The research and development chapter, Chapter 3 describes the problems and limitations of the VoIP 

Server. The limitations are described with respect to server bottleneck, hardware, processing and 

network delays and the possible issues of the call setup time in the VoIP Server. The chapter provides 

a way to improve processing speed, reduce call setup time delays via multicore technology, and to 

reduce overall costs. The proposed multicore VoIP Server model is presented to improve the 

processing of call setup time and reduce the enterprise’s costs. The chapter describes the VoIP Server 

model architecture with textual descriptions and diagrams. The data flow diagrams explain the overall 

flow the VoIP Server model. SIP messages are described with processing delays between SIP 

messages on the server side. The VoIP Server model uses TLM and SystemC as a platform to develop 

the proposed VoIP Server model.   

 

Chapter 4 defines the hardware’s specifications and describes the experimental setup used to calculate 

the results of the OpenSIP Server.  The experiments were performed using an OpenSIP Server at the 

KTH laboratory to measure the real time results and present the SIP messages, processing, and call 

setup time delays. The simulations are based on theoretical experiments of an OpenSIP Server and 

were run on the proposed multicore VoIP Server model at the KTH Ferlin systems via Secure Shell 

(SSH) client. The results of the simulations shows call setup time processing delays on multicore 

VoIP Server model with different clients.   

 

Chapter 5 presents the conclusion and future work for the VoIP Server model. The OpenSIP server 

and VoIP Server model are explained, and methods presented the achievement of the desired results 

of the call setup time at abstract level. The chapter explains a way to improve the proposed VoIP 

Server model. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Background and Literature Review:- 
 

This chapter describes the structure of the VoIP system and how it works. It explains the use of 

coding and decoding in the VoIP environment. VoIP protocols such as H.323 and SIP are explained in 

detail, both in textual descriptions and diagrams. Also described is how the SIP session is established 

between caller and callee.  

2.1. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP):- 
 

VoIP is a technology that uses internet protocol for communication over the IP network. VoIP 

provides voice, video and data communication that need broadband internet connection for 

transmission of data packets. Codecs are algorithms that can be implemented to achieve different kind 

of tasks e.g. encoding/decoding, compression/decompression and encryption/decryption.  

 

A VoIP sender sends an analog signal together with any codecs that are required to convert that 

analog signal to a digital signal. That digital signal is then sent over the network in data packets. The 

VoIP receiver will receive the digital signal and use the codec to convert back to an analog signal. 

“Voice and audio signals are analogic, whereas the data network is digital” [9]. There are different 

types of codec e.g. fax, audio, video, and text etc. Some popular VoIP codecs are G.711, G.722, 

G.723 and G.728 etc.  VoIP makes it possible to sends a chunk of data packets over the public internet 

and have reassembled them at the destination. A VoIP communication process between sender and 

receiver is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: VoIP Communication Using Codec. 
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VoIP uses signaling protocols to set up and tear down VoIP call. This signaling carries the 

information required to locate and contact users. “Signaling protocols and standard stipulate how the 

internetworking equipments initiate and controls voice, video, and data communications” [2]. VoIP 

uses Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) to carry real time media streams and synchronize the data 

packets on the receiving side. 

2.2. H.323 Standard:- 
 

H.323 is a signaling protocol and provides VoIP services over IP network. “H.323 standardized by 

International Telecommunication Union – Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)” [4]. 

H.323 was designed for multimedia communication of voice and video to support real-time transfer 

over packet networks. In 1996, the ITU-T approved the H.323 specifications and the current version 

of H.323 is seven (7). H.323 communication uses the IP network to carry data, audio and video over 

the Internet and supports videoconferencing. “H.323 is network-platform and application-

independent. It is a packet-based signaling standard that allows interoperability between H.323-

compliant devices” [2].  

 

H.323 Components/Equipment:- 

 

 Terminals or Clients: - A terminal or client is an endpoint device in the H.323 network. These 

devices may be in the form of Soft-phone (network application), simple IP phone, video 

conferencing enabled devices, portable devices, stationary and wireless enabled devices to 

connect to the internet.  

 Gateways: - Gateways are also endpoint devices. Gateways in H.323 enable real-time and two-

way communication between the H.323 network and other networks e.g. Public Switch 

Telephone Network (PSTN) and Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN).   

 Gatekeepers: - The H.323 protocol uses a gatekeeper to provide call control services to clients. 

Some important services that gatekeepers provide are address translation, call authorization, 

media access, network access control and admission control.  

 Multipoint Control Units (MCU):- An MCU is the main component and provides multipoint 

conference facilities to terminals and gateways. Each terminal that wants to participate in the 

conference must establish connection with the MCU. H.323 components/equipments are shown 

in Figure 3 [10]. 
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Figure 3: H.323 Components/Equipments [10]. 

 

2.3. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP):- 
 

SIP is an IETF standard signaling protocol responsible for creating, terminating and modifying 

sessions with one or multiple participants. SIP architecture is similar to Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

(HTTP). The SIP request/response is based on the client-server model. Normally clients generate 

requests which are sent to the server side. The server processes the request that came from the client 

side and send a response to that client. SIP turns the request and response process into transactions. 

SIP is capable of working between the traditional telephone and data network. “According to Jean-

Francois Rey, the next evolutionary step after VoIP, networks, and IP Telephony, SIP will bring 

Internet telephony to users’ desktops and SIP represents the capability to reach someone regardless 

of location or device” [11]. 

2.3.1. SIP Messages:-  
 

SIP uses messages to set up, terminate and modify calls. SIP uses different kind of messages; the 

following are some of these messages.   

 

 REGISTER: - The SIP register message is used to register the client with the SIP server that 

provides information about client location. 

 INVITE: - SIP INIVTE is the message used to invite a user to a call.  
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 ACK: - The ACK message shows a reliable and successful exchange of the INVITE message. 

 BYE: - BYE is used to terminate a SIP session between two clients. 

 OPTION: - The OPTION message is used to get capability information from a call. 

 CANCEL: - A CANCEL message is used to terminate a user search.  

 

“A SIP call setup is essentially a 3-way handshake between caller and callee. For instance, the main 

legs are INVITE (to initiate a call), 200/OK (to communicate a definitive successful response) and 

ACK (to acknowledge the response)” [7]. SIP communication messages between caller and callee are 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: SIP Communication Messages between Caller and Callee. 

 

 

The packet size of each SIP message is shown in Table 1 [7]. 

 

SIP method/response Size including UDP/IP header (bytes) 

INVITE (with SDP - 5 codecs) 605 

100/TRYING 233 

180/RINGING 234 

200/OK (with SDP - 2 codecs) 493 

ACK 268 

BYE 268 

 
Table 1: Packet sizes for different SIP methods and responses [7]. 
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2.3.2. SIP Components:-  
 

The SIP protocol has two main components called, User Agents and Network Servers.  

2.3.2.1. User Agents: -  
 

In the SIP protocol each end point device/system is called a user agent. There are two kinds of entities 

that participate as a user agent. Each user agent has the capability to initiate and answer calls between 

two peers. 

 

 User Agent Client (UAC):- UAC is a SIP component to send requests or initiate a call.  

 User Agent Server (UAS):- UAS is a SIP component to receive requests and send responses to 

the call. 

2.3.2.2. Network Servers:- 
 

The SIP protocol has four types of network servers, and each type performs a specific task. These 

servers are Registrar Server, Location Server, Proxy Server and Redirect Server.  

 

 Registrar Server: - A SIP register message is used to register a user agent with a Registrar 

Server and get information about the user agent. The Registrar Server is also responsible for 

receiving and updating information from a user agent, if the location of the user agent changes.  

 Location Server: - The Registrar Server provides information about the location of the user 

agent and that information is stored in the Location Server.  

 Proxy Server: - The Proxy Server receives a request from the user agent, and then forwards that 

request either to the next Proxy Server or to the recipient itself.  

 Redirect Server: - If the location of the user agent changes then a Redirect Server plays an 

important role. A redirect server redirects the client request back to show that a client needs to try 

a different route to reach to the recipient. “A redirect server is a user agent server that generates 

3xx responses to requests it receives, directing the client to contact an alternate set of URIs” [6]. 

2.3.3. VoIP benefits:- 
 

 

 Cost-effective calls: - The key benefit that persuades business and companies to choose VoIP is 

reducing the cost of the calls (national and international). 

 Scalability: - A VoIP systems has the advantage that it can easily be used via the web. VoIP 

applications are scalable and therefore it is a simple task to add e.g. a new phone number or voice 

mail to inbox etc.  
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 Portability: - VoIP provides portability to end users. End users easily make and receive calls, 

send and receive data on Internet and 3G network or internet enabled devices.  

 Rich Features: - VoIP technology has some strong features like conference calling, call waiting, 

call forwarding, Caller ID and voice-to-email etc. “VoIP phone service is free calling features. 

Whereas the traditional copper line phone companies charge for features like caller ID, call 

forwarding, voice mail, call waiting and distinctive ringing, VoIP service providers typically 

provide these features free of charge” [12].  

2.4. Multi-core Technology:- 
 

Development in computer technology has increased dramatically in the past decade. Multi accessing 

to a single resource, multi-sharing, multi-tasking and time synchronization are some examples that 

decrease the processing speed on a single stand alone computer (called single-core). Most of the stand 

alone computers consist of a single processor. To increase performance and processing speed with 

high computation power, a computer system needs more cores which enable it to perform tasks more 

efficiently. “As application complexity continues to grow we have reached a limit on increasing 

performance by merely scaling clock speed. To meet the ever-increasing processing demand; in the 

modern System-On-Chip (SoC) solutions contain multiple processing cores” [13]. A multiprocessor 

system that has two or more processors in a single system enabled multiple processes (threads) and 

parallel execution. Hyper-threading technology (HTT) was developed by Intel. HTT uses a single 

CPU core but it will appear to the operating system as two virtual CPU cores. Intel introduced HTT to 

improve parallelization of computations. “Multicore processors embed two or more independent 

execution cores into a single processor package. Multicore provides multiple execution cores, each 

sequence of instructions, or thread, has a hardware execution environment entirely to itself” [14]. 

Multicore reduced the power consumption and increased performance. Multicore is more efficient for 

simultaneous execution in a multitask environment.  
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Comparison between single core, multiprocessor, hyper-threading and multi-core is shown in  

Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Single-core, Multiprocessor, Hyper-Threading and Multi-Core Architectures [14]. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Research and Development:- 
 

This chapter consists of research and development to explore the issues in the current VoIP system 

that both enterprises and subscribers are facing. The research consists of studies of the PTSN system, 

server bottleneck, hardware and provides suitable solutions. It also explains a method to reduce an 

enterprise’s costs while providing trustworthy communication to subscribers with the propose VoIP 

Server model. The proposed model provides a platform with SystemC and TLM to improve call setup 

time and reduce costs.  

3.1. Problem Statement:- 
 

“The Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN) focusing on telephone service and IP networks 

focusing on inter-computer data communications” [17]. PSTN is also known as Plain Old Telephone 

Service (POST). The PSTN network provides national and international telephony services and relies 

on a circuit-switch network for voice and data communication. In a PSTN network, a circuit 

establishes connection between two phones or parties.  Long distance calls are expensive using PSTN 

network because they need a dedicated circuit.  Technology has been merged and VoIP is able to 

communicate with PSTN. “VoIP and conventional telephony coexist, and it is important in spreading 

the use of VoIP that interconnection to the existing network should be achieved” [17].  

 

VoIP is the leading technology in communication system to provide cheapest long distance calls. The 

PSTN and enterprises are moving to switch to the VoIP technology. “A 2007 study by industry 

analyst In-Stat found that 20% of U.S. businesses have switched to VoIP. That figure is expected to 

reach seventy percent within four years as businesses phase out their legacy PBX equipment.” [15]. 

The increasing number of VoIP subscribers decreases the performance of the VoIP Server and could 

lead to a longer call setup time delays. “Gherardi and Jewett note that call setup time dropped from 4 

minutes (!) In 1923 to 1.2 minutes in 1928. Duffy and Mercer reports that in 1978 that the average 

time between end of dialing and ring-back was about 10.9 s. In 1998, AT&T claimed a call setup time 

of less than two seconds for toll calls, and 2.5 seconds for calls requiring database lookups” [16].  

 

Enterprises are trying to shift from the existing network to a VoIP network. VoIP provides portability, 

scalability and cheaper calling rates compared to PSTN network. Subscribers need reliable 

communication with acceptable accuracy in real time to make and establish call with best QoS while 

enterprises need to reduce their business costs. The growing number of subscribers and corresponding 
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end users QoS requires a robust server that can efficiently handle all client requests. As a result server 

complexity increases correspondingly. Enterprises need their VoIP Server to handle large number of 

client requests simultaneously and provide trustworthy communication with acceptable call setup time 

delays. Subscribers need uninterrupted calls and to avoid long queuing that loses customers interest. 

Call setup time delay is the main problem and needs to be focused on it.  

3.1.1. Server Bottleneck:- 
 

A single VoIP Server cannot handle a huge number of active client requests. The more active requests 

there are, the more the performance and processing power of the VoIP Server decreases. Enterprises 

need to setup more VoIP Servers to handle a large number of active client requests. More VoIP 

Servers increase business costs and require more configuration and network management. As a result 

the server complexity increases correspondingly, and that requires higher processing speeds and 

effects on the performance of the call setup time. “The server call processing delay can vary widely, 

depending on whether the server, for example, makes calls to networked databases or processes per-

call scripts” [16]. Multicore technology provides solutions to overcome processing power problem 

and reduce the call setup time delay. The proposed VoIP Server model is based on multicore 

technology to improve call setup time and reduce the enterprises costs.  

3.1.2. Hardware and Energy Consumption:- 
 

 Increasing the number of VoIP Servers increases performance and processing power, which will help 

to reduce the call setup time delay but increasing a number of VoIP Servers will also add to resources 

consumptions like electrical power, VoIP Server configuration, network management and business 

operational costs. The increasing number of servers (Hardware) in the VoIP system requires more 

space for hardware and electricity power for cooling etc. These will increase the overall costs to the 

enterprise and affect business. A multicore platform decreases resource consumption and could 

integrate many processing elements into a single chip, thus reducing enterprise cost.  

3.2. Problem Solution/Approach:- 

3.2.1. Multi-core Processor:- 
 

A multi-core consists of two or more processors called “cores” that are integrated into a single 

computing component. All program instructions are read and executed through a single computing 

component. Processors are combined into a single Integrated Circuit (IC) chip. “Multicore is not a 

new concept, as the idea has been used in embedded systems and for specialized applications for 

some time, but recently the technology has become main stream with Intel and Advanced Micro 

Devices (AMD) introducing many commercially available multicore chips. In contrast to 
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commercially available two and four core machines in 2008, some experts believe that by 2017 

embedded processors could support 4,096 cores, server CPUs might have 512 cores and desktop 

chips could use 128 cores” [18]. A simple example of multi-core architecture is shown in Figure 6. 

“One of the guiding principles of computer architecture is known as Moore’s Law. In 1965 Gordon 

Moore stated a number of transistors on a chip will roughly double each year (he later refined this, in 

1975, to every two years)” [18]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Simple Multi-core Architecture [14]. 

3.2.2. High Processing Power:- 
 

Each system has a threshold value for computing efficient tasks. A single core system cannot handle 

concurrent active client requests that exceed limit of its processing power. As a result the system 

processing power and its corresponding performance decreases that effect on the overall system. VoIP 

Servers need high computational power to processes concurrent active calls and provide best QoS in 

real time. Multicore processors provide a solution in a single chip to improve processing power with 

better performance. “Speedup has been achieved by increasing clock speeds and, more recently, 

adding multiple processing cores to the same chip. Although chip speeds has increased exponentially 

over the years, that time is ending and manufacturers have shifted toward multicore processing” [18]. 

3.2.3. Approaches of Problem:- 
 

1. Increase the number of VoIP Servers that handle a large number of customer requests.  

2. Design hardware for parallel computing to support simultaneous execution of multiple threads. 

3. Multicore technology to increase processing power and reduce costs.  
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3.3 SystemC and TLM 2.0:- 
 

SystemC is a system modeling language. “SystemC is an ANSI standard C++ class library for system 

and hardware design for use by designers and architects who need to address complex systems that 

are a hybrid between hardware and software” [19]. The class library consists of macros; function’s 

etc in the C++ language, and provides the bridge to software and hardware co-design. “The main 

driver to introduce a new language is the increasing design complexity of (embedded) systems. Like 

Verilog and VHDL, SystemC supports also modeling at register-transfer-level, but the major reason 

for using it, is to work on a higher abstraction level like TLM” [20]. The motivation to use SystemC 

as a platform is to manage and enhance productivity, to design a modern electronic system with its 

ever increasing complexity. Most of today’s modern electronic systems consist of sub-system and 

components.  The system becomes more complex and large in size. SystemC provide concurrency and 

faster simulation, HW/SW co-simulation and architectural exploration.  

 

Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) is a high level modeling approach. It is used to boost simulation 

speed and decrease the modeling effort. TLM standards have a set of ready-to-use APIs that are 

generic payload, initiator and target socket, base protocol and global quantum.  The core interfaces of 

TLM are blocking and non blocking transport interfaces, Direct Memory Interface (DMI) and debug 

transport interface. TLM provides maximum level for interpretability because the “core interface 

classes are known collectively as the interoperability layer” [21]. Generic payload of TLM has a set 

of attributes to support abstract modeling for the memory-mapped bus on-chip network 

communications.  TLM blocking transport interface has the ability to model the start and end of a 

single transaction with a single function call. The non blocking transport interface has the ability to 

break down a single transaction into multiple timing points with multiple function calls.  

 

TLM has two kinds of coding styles, loosely and approximately. The proposed VoIP Server model 

uses approximately-time coding style and Base Protocol which gives four timing points for a 

transaction between Initiator and Target socket that are BEGIN_REQ, END_REQ, BEGIN_RESP and 

END_RESP. “For maximal interoperability, an application should only use the four phases of 

tlm_phase_enum. If further phases is required in order to model the details of specific a protocol the 

intent is that, DECLARE_EXTENDED_PHASE should be used to extend the base protocol phases” 

[21]. The transaction of Base Protocol is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Base Protocol Transaction between Initiator and Target Socket. 

 

3.4. VoIP Server Model Architecture and Design:- 
 

The proposed VoIP Server model consists of three main modules. These modules are Client (user 

agent), Load Balancer, and Server (core) modules respectively. The Load Balancer module uses 

forward and backward non-blocking interface call with Multi pass through socket on client and server 

sides. Multi pass-through socket has the ability to communicate with multiple points. The Client 

module uses Client Simple Initiator Socket (CSIC) to communicate with Load Balancer with on Multi 

pass-through Target Socket (MPTS) and vice-versa. The Server module uses Server Simple Target 

Socket (SSTS) to communicate with Load Balancer with Multi pass-through Initiator Socket (MPIT) 

and vice-versa. The Client module will generate request and send to Server module via Load 

Balancer. Server module will respond and send a reply to appropriate client via Load Balancer. The 

architecture of the proposed VoIP Server model is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Multicore VoIP Server Model Architecture with Simple Initiator and Target Sockets, and 

Multi-pass through Initiator and Target Sockets. 
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3.4.1. Client Module:- 
 

Client Module is the end point or user agent in the VoIP system. It uses Client Simple Initiator Socket 

(CSIS) to communicate with the Load Balancer. The user agent must participate and act as a caller or 

callee to communicate in the VoIP system. The Client module using generic payload of TLM-2.0 for 

transaction object data and uses base protocol to ensure interoperability. To implement SIP protocol 

messages, the proposed VoIP Server model uses TLM base protocol that has four phases. Memory 

manager class is used in the design to provide a pool of transaction objects for the generic payload.  

 

TLM-2.0 provides core interfaces that are blocking, non blocking transport interfaces, direct memory 

interface (DMI) and debug transport interface. The non blocking interface is used in the design of the 

VoIP Server model. Non blocking transport interface is more useful for the time annotation. It can be 

used to provide multiple phases and time points during the lifetime of the transaction.  

 

The design of the proposed VoIP Server model uses base protocol to implement multiple phases and 

time points for the SIP signaling transaction. The base protocol and its transactions are shown in 

Figure 7. The detailed transactions of the SIP protocol and its time points for the proposed VoIP 

Server model are shown in Figure 10. The flow diagram of the VoIP Server Model is shown in Figure 

9.  

3.4.2. Load Balancer Module:- 
 

The Load Balancer module merely forwards transactions without modifying their content. It 

distributes transaction requests on the cores according to the round robin scheduling algorithm. The 

Load Balancer uses both non blocking transport forward path and non blocking transport backward 

path for the transaction between clients and servers.  

 

The Load Balancer module consists of two multi pass through sockets to communicate with the user 

agents and cores. A Multi pass-through Target Socket (MPTS) is responsible for communicating with 

the user agents and the Multi pass-through Initiator Socket (MPIS) is for communicating with cores.   

3.4.3. Server Module:-  
 

The Server Module resembles Processing Elements (PEs). Each PE process independently requests 

and responds to each request. Each core directly communicates with Load Balancer to accept 

transaction and reply accordingly. The module uses Server Simple Target Socket (SSTS) to 

communicate with Load Balancer.   
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The Server Module receives caller requests via Load Balancer using the non blocking transport 

forward path calling function and responds back to the callee through the Load Balancer using the non 

blocking transport backward path calling function. The transactions on the Server module use base 

protocol. A payload event queue class is used to maintain a queue of the SystemC event notifications.  

 

Once the Server Module receives the INVITE message from the caller on non-blocking forward path 

via Load Balancer and has replied with a 100-Trying message, it will then forward the INVITE 

message to the callee via Load Balancer on non-blocking forward path. 

 

The Server Module waits to receive 100-Trying and 180-Ringing message from the callee via non 

blocking backward path, and will then reply to the caller with the 180-Ringing message via non 

blocking transport backward path. All the communications, together with their processing delays, are 

explained in Table 2 and shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Flow Diagram of the Top Level VoIP Server Model 
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The Server Module also waits to receive a 200-OK message from the callee via non blocking 

backward path, and will forward a 200-OK message to the caller via non blocking backward path. 

 

Once the Server Module receives an ACK message via non blocking forward path from the caller, 

then it will forward the ACK message to the callee via non blocking forward path and the session will 

be established. All the server communications and SIP protocol messages, together with their 

processing delays, are shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: VoIP Server Communication and SIP Protocol Messages, together with their processing 

delays between Caller and Callee. 
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SIP processing delays are explained in Table 2 and the communication process is shown in Figure 10. 

 

SIP Processing Delays Processing Delays Explanations 

 

D1 

INVITE message received by SIP Server from UAC (User 

Agent Client) and 100 Trying message send back by SIP 

Server to UAC. 

 

D2 

100 Trying message send back by SIP Server to UAC and 

forwarded INVITE message by SIP Server to UAS (User 

Agent Server). 

 

D3 

180 Ringing message received by SIP Server from UAS 

and forwarded 180 Ringing message by SIP Server to 

UAC. 

 

D4 

200 OK messages received by SIP Server from UAS and 

forwarded 200 OK messages by SIP Server to UAC. 

 

D5 

ACK message received by SIP Server from UAC and 

forwarded ACK messaged by SIP Server to UAS. 

 
Table 2: Processing Delays of SIP Messages, Process by Server. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Experiments and Simulations Results:- 
 

This chapter presents a setup of OpenSIP version 2.2 for experimentation purpose. The OpenSIP 

Server was used as an experimental tool for real time SIP data collection in experiments which were 

performed at the KTH (Royal Institute of Technology) laboratory in which SIP messages’ processing 

delays were actively measured. Call setup time delays were measured from the OpenSIP Server 

experiments and were calculated from the SIP messages’ processing delays. The call setup time is the 

Post Dialing Delay (PDD) and based on three SIP messages: INVITE, 100-Trying and 180-Ringing. 

The theoretical framework was simulated with random numbers of clients applied on proposed 

multicore VoIP Server model.  Simulations were performed on multicore at KTH Ferlin system via 

SSH client. SystemC and TLM were used as tools to calculate call setup time delays from 

simulations.   

4.1. Experimental Setup Tools:- 
 

OpenSIP version 2.2 was installed and configured on a system at the KTH laboratory. The system was 

running Ubuntu Operating System version 9.10 Karmic Koala. The system specifications of the 

clients and OpenSIP Server are shown in Table 3.  

 

Systems System Model CPU(GHZ) 

OpenSIP Server Intel(R) Celeron (R) 2.4 

Client-1 Intel(R) Celeron (R) 1.7 

Client-2 Intel(R) Celeron (R) 2.40 

Table 3: Systems Specifications of OpenSIP Server and Clients. 

 

Two clients (user agents) and an OpenSIP Server participated in real time experiments. The 

experiments were performed to make a call between two user agents via OpenSIP Server. The whole 

communication process and the exchanges of SIP messages are shown in Figure 10.  

 

OpenSIP Server experiences two kinds of delays: delays in processing and delays in communication. 

The main focus of the experiments was the processing delays. The call setup time or PDD delays 

between SIP messages on the OpenSIP Server were measured from real experiments. Call setup time 
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is the processing delays on OpenSIP Server that are the sum of SIP messages delays of types D1, D2 

and D3. These delays are shown in Figure 10 and explained in Table 2.  

4.2. OpenSIP Server Results:-  
 

Experiments were performed on the OpenSIP Server to measure SIP messages and call setup delays. 

The call was made from one client to another client via OpenSIP Server. The data was measured from 

the live network. Wireshark was used to measured live data. Twenty three (23) experiments were 

performed and the data was measured from the live network at KTH laboratory. The average 

processing delays of SIP messages on the OpenSIP Server is shown in Figure 11 with the expected 

error margin.  

 

D1 is the average processing delay of the INVITE message on OpenSIP Server for the experiments. 

D2 is the measurement of average processing delay of 100-Trying message on the OpenSIP Server of 

the experiments. D3 is the measurement of average processing delay of 180-Ringing message on the 

OpenSIP Server of the experiments. The average processing delay of the SIP message (D4) is the 200-

OK which was measured from performed experiments. The ACK of the SIP message (D5) average 

processing delay was measured from live network at the KTH laboratory. The maximum and 

minimum margin of the error bar is shown in Figure 11 with each delay.       

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: SIP Messages Average Processing Delays on OpenSIP Server. 
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The call setup time processing delays of the performed experiments are show in Figure 12. The call 

setup time processing delay (D) is the sum of D1, D2, and D3 that are shown in Figure 11. The 

behaviors of the call setup time processing delays are the same. The call setup time processing delays 

of each experiment have different measurements. The difference in the call setup time delays depends 

on the server activities, server processing speed, and the measurement tool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Call Setup Time Processing Delays (D1 + D2 + D3). 

 

4.3. Simulation Results:-  
 

Simulations were run on the KTH PDC Ferlin system via SSH client and Kerberos connection. The 

hardware specifications of the Ferlin system are “Ferlin has 672 compute nodes, eight nodes for 

management, scheduling and login services, for a total of 5440 cores (57.88 TF theoretical peak 

performance) and 5.44 TB of main memory, and up to eight storage servers with a total of 90TB raw 

storage capability. Each node has two quad-cores Intel Harpertown 2.66GHz CPUs (E5430) with a 

1333 MHz front-side bus, and 8Gbyte memory” [22].  

 

Simulation was run on a single core with one caller and callee via Load Balancer. The call setup time 

processing delay for a single caller and callee is 1.3 ms (millisecond).     

 

Several simulations were run on different cores namely 1,2,4,8 and 16. Simulations were run on each 

core with a number of clients: 1000, 2000, 4000, 10000, 20000, 30000 and 32000.   
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Several simulations were run on 1,2,4,8 and 16 cores with a fixed 1000 clients. Each core shows the 

average value of the call setup time processing delays on the proposed multicore VoIP Server model. 

The average value of the call setup time processing delays decreases gradually from 1-core to 16-core. 

The Load Balancer optimally distributes client’s requests on the cores. The graph shows that the 

lower the fewer cores, the higher the call setup time processing delays. The behaviors of the call setup 

time processing delays are identical. The values change because the client requests and Load Balancer 

are optimally distributed in a multicore environment. Figure 13 shows the average call setup time 

processing delays in seconds for 1000 clients on each type of core.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 1000-Clients. 

Simulations were also run with fixed 2000 clients’ on single core and multicore VoIP Servers with 2, 

4, 8 and 16 cores. The call setup time processing measurement of 1000 clients on 1-core in Figure 13 

has the same measurement value as 2000 clients on Dual-core in Figure 14. It shows that multi-cores 

improve call setup time and decrease hardware costs. The average values of call setup time processing 

delays are shown in Figure 14 for 2000 clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 2000-Clients 
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4000 clients were simulated on the proposed VoIP Server model. Call setup time processing delays 

showed an increased when the number of clients increases on single core. More processing power is 

required to process client requests. The behavior of call setup time processing delays on each core is 

the identical but the measurement on each core is different. Multicore chips reduce the call setup time 

processing delays when comparing 1-core to 16-core as shown in Figure 15. The average call setup 

time processing delays of 4000 clients on 1,2,4,8 and 16 cores are shown in Figure 15. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 4000-Clients 

Figure 16 shows the average call setup time processing delays for each of 1,2,4,8 and 16 cores. 

Simulations were run for a fixed 10000 clients. The average call setup time processing delays for 1-

core is high. On Dual-core, Quad-core, 8-core and 16-core the call setup time processing delays 

decreased up to fifty percent (50%). Increasing the cores will decrease the call setup time processing 

delays are shown in Figure 16.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 16: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 10000-Clients 
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Simulations were run on single and multicore VoIP Servers for 20000 clients. Each core represents 

the call setup time processing delays of the 20000 simulated clients. Client requests are fixed and the 

number of cores is the variable and the call setup time processing delays are decreased. Figure 17 

shows average call setup time processing delays in seconds for 1,2,4,8 and 16 cores.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 20000-Clients 

Multicore can answer the need of today’s businesses to reduce costs while simultaneously improving 

call setup time processing. Simulations were run with 30000 client requests on single and multicore to 

check the performance of the proposed multicore VoIP Servers. Figure 18 shows average call setup 

processing delays in seconds for 1,2,4,8 and 16 cores. The processing delays on every core decreased 

with respect to the client requests. Dual, Quad, 8 and 16 core show better performance as compared to 

a single core.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 30000-Clients 
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The result of the previous simulations shows that call setup time processing delays on a single core 

increase as the number of clients increases. Increasing delays in a call setup time reduce customer 

satisfaction, so the ability to offer fast processing and quick forwarding of customer calls create a 

good business opportunity. Simulations were performed with 32000 client requests on 1,2,4,8 and 16 

cores. The average call setup time processing delays are shown in Figure 19. Multicore achieves the 

goal of keeping delays (and costs) low and Figure 19 shows that call setup time processing delays are 

reduced on Dual, Quad, 8 and 16 cores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays for 32000-Clients 

Simulations were run for different numbers of client requests (namely 1000, 2000, 4000, 10000, 

20000, 30000 and 32000) with a single and multicore (1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 cores). The average call setup 

time processing delays of each type of core in seconds are shown in Figure 20 with different colors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Average Call Setup Time Processing Delays of different clients for Multicore 
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Chapter 5 

5. Conclusion and Future work:- 
 

5.1. Conclusion:- 
 

A VoIP Server model that is tailored for multicore HW has been presented. The model is designed for 

multicore HW to improve call setup time and reduce enterprise costs. The VoIP Server model consists 

of three main modules: (Client Module, Load Balancer Module and Server Module) that are 

implemented via SystemC and TLM. Each module is supposed to perform its own tasks. The Load 

Balancer communicates with the Client Module (user agents) and with the processing elements of the 

multicore Server Module (cores). The result of the simulations shows that a significant improvement 

has been achieved in the call setup time processing delays compared to a single core.   

 

The system is designed to reduce system complexity, enterprises costs and improve the performance 

of the call setup time delays. It also decreases energy consumption cost, network management 

operation, and space requirement and, while providing enhanced processing performance based on 

multicore technology.  

 

5.2. Future Work:- 
 

The call setup time processing delay or Post Dialing Delay (PDD) stated is based on a multicore 

system. The proposed VoIP Server model is extendable. The Load Balancer needs a smarter algorithm 

that can process client requests quickly, efficiently and optimally distribute among the servers (cores). 

The Server module also needs an algorithm to communication with the Load Balancer continuously. 

If the Server Module is overloaded and its performance decreases, it needs to communicate and 

inform the Load Balancer and the Load Balancer will not send new client requests.   
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